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Practical solution for asphalt paving and bulk 

materials: Kögel presents the fully revised tipper 

 
Burtenbach/Munich, 18 October 2022 

 

Even more robust, flexible and individual: at Bauma 2022, Kögel will 

present the Kögel tipper in a fully revised design that takes into 

account central customer preferences. Two exhibits will go on 

display at the trade fair: a thermally insulated trough for asphalt 

paving and a round full-steel body for bulk material transport. 

 

The new designs of the Kögel tipper are suitable for an even wider range 

of applications, thanks to additional features. The extensive optimisations 

to the body and chassis aim to deliver more durability, convenience and 

enhanced safety – in accordance with the guiding principle “Economy 

meets Ecology”. 

 

All the benefits of bolted technology, no drawbacks for cleaning 

Kögel offers the tipper as a two and three-axle trailer with a steel chassis. 

Customers can also choose between different trough designs. For the 

transport of bulk materials, Kögel offers a full-steel trough and a weight-

optimised steel/aluminium trough. Kögel’s intelligent bolted technology 

enables the clever material mix, consisting of a durable steel floor and 

lightweight aluminium side walls. To prevent dirt from building up around 

the bolt connections on non-insulated troughs, Kögel offers dirt repellers 

for the new trailer generation. These not only make the exterior wall of the 

trough easier to clean, but make the trailer an attractive advertising 

medium for the company and a futuristic design object. This applies not 

least of all because the cathodic dip-paint coating is extremely effective 

against corrosion, and because the frame and trough can be painted in 

the customer colour at no extra cost. 
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All Kögel tippers benefit from a revised tailgate. It now consists of four-

millimetre-thick, high-strength HB450 steel, which demonstrates 

extremely high buckling strength under the toughest conditions. The 

standard folding underride guard with a dirt-repellent profile now has 

additional bump stops, so that the underride guard is perfectly flush with 

the rubber. 

 

Even more user comfort and enhanced work safety 

In addition, Kögel has taken numerous measures to optimise user comfort 

and work safety. For example, the connection console on the front wall of 

the tipper has been moved forward, so that the driver no longer has to 

climb under the platform to connect the feed lines. Now they are 

comfortably accessible from the platform or the tractor unit. The roller 

tarpaulin has been fitted with a central lock and is operated from the 

platform, which can be conveniently accessed via the standard folding 

ladder.  

The lighting equipment provides perfect illumination while working and 

manoeuvring. Two optional reversing lights and two optional LED working 

floodlights additionally light the area behind and to the sides of the trailer. 

 

Expanded applications in roadwork 

The Kögel tipper with a thermally insulated asphalt trough also comes with 

additional improvements that were specially developed in-house for use 

in roadwork. Using the new asphalt spreader with an external, adjustable 

guide, the dispensing quantity can be controlled so precisely that even the 

smallest asphalt paving jobs are easily possible. Since the guides of the 

spreader do not come into contact with asphalt, little maintenance is 

required. An additional protective sheet protects the mixed goods against 

splash water, while the remote-controlled electric sliding roof prevents 

cooling by closing quickly and efficiently. 

The milled material tarpaulin on the back wall prevents any bulk material 

that falls from the conveyor belt of the milling machine from damaging the 
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tailgate. The cover can easily be operated from the ground, and fixed and 

released with one hand.  

 

Rear lights adapted to new asphalt paver models 

A larger number of additional optimisations provide major benefits in 

everyday practice. For example, the rear lights are now mounted high 

enough to meet the requirements of the new asphalt paver models and a 

wide variety of tipping scenarios. The underride guard, which can be 

pneumatically operated at extra cost, effectively protects the rear lights 

against damage when folded up. The support leg features a bracket for 

the secure transport of the release agent sprayer. Other auxiliary 

equipment can be stored in the spacious toolbox. 

 

Aluminium attachments for added payload 

Kögel tipper models already stand out from the competition for their high 

payload. But for those who need more, the tare weight can be further 

reduced using aluminium attachments, such as support props, air tanks 

and wheel rims. Even on empty trips, this investment pays off with lower 

fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. The lift on the first axle also has a 

favourable effect on consumption during empty trips, and serves as 

additional traction support on challenging terrain when the trailer is loaded. 

 

Full control, thanks to Kögel Telematics and smartboard 

All Kögel trailers are equipped with Kögel Telematics hardware as 

standard. Vehicle operators with a telematics contract can remotely 

monitor the trailer status and location in real time. The optional smartboard 

allows essential data like tyre pressure, payload and brake pad wear to 

be viewed directly on the trailer. 

 

Company profile 

Kögel is one of the leading trailer manufacturers in Europe. With its 

commercial vehicles and transport solutions for freight-forwarding 
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companies and the construction industry, the company has been 

providing “made-in-Germany” engineering quality for more than 85 

years.  Kögel sees itself as having a responsibility to design transport and 

logistics processes in an environmentally and climate-friendly manner in 

consultation with politicians and customers. The company’s guiding 

principle “Economy meets Ecology - Because we care” is a promise: Kögel 

supports all customers with outstanding expertise, in-depth industry 

knowledge and, above all, durable, ecologically and economically 

sustainable products in lightweight construction. The company 

headquarters and main production facility of Kögel Trailer GmbH are 

located in the Bavarian town of Burtenbach. Kögel also has factories and 

sites in Ulm (D), Duingen (D), Choceň (CZ), Verona (IT), Gallur (ES), 

Kampen (NL), Corcelles-en-Beaujolais (FR), Schärding (AT), Padborg 

(DK) and Moscow (RU).    

www.koegel.com 
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